Hemiglossectomy tongue reconstruction: Modeling of elevation, protrusion, and functional outcome using receiver operator characteristic curve.
The purpose of this study was to model >12 month speech and the oral phase of swallowing outcomes with the reconstructive metrics of tongue elevation and protrusion in patients reconstructed with the rectangle tongue template for a hemiglossectomy defect. We conducted a study using 40 surviving patients (23 men, 17 women) treated between 2000 and 2012. Statistically significant correlations of elevation and protrusion with functional outcomes were modeled with receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves to understand the performance and reliability of the rectangle tongue reconstruction. Tongue elevation (1.8-1.9 cm) reliably produces best outcomes in nutritional mode, range of liquids, and ≥4/6 for range of solids. Greater tongue elevation (2.1-2.2 cm) reliably produces best outcomes for eating and speaking in public and understandability of speech. Tongue protrusion (0.8-1.0 cm) reliably produces best scores across all assessed outcomes except ≥4/6 for range of solids and ≥4/5 understandability of speech. ROC curves are useful for assessing reliability and relating reconstructive objectives to functional outcomes. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Head Neck 38: 1066-1073, 2016.